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Increasingly stringent design constraints imposed by compact wireless devices for telecommunications, defense, and aerospace systems require the miniaturization of antennas. Unlike most electronic components, which benefit from decreased size, antennas suffer limitations in gain, efficiency, system range, and bandwidth when their size is reduced below a quarter-wavelength. The electrical size of the antenna is measured by its $ka$ value, where $k$ is the wavenumber ($k = 2\pi/\lambda$, $\lambda =$ wavelength at the operating frequency) and $a$ is the radius of the smallest sphere that circumscribes the antenna. Antennas are considered to be electrically small when $ka \leq 0.5$. Recent attention has been directed towards producing radiofrequency identification (RFID) antennas by screen-printing,[1] inkjet printing,[2] and liquid metal-filled microfluidics[3–5] in simple motifs, such as dipoles and loops. However, these fabrication techniques are limited in both spatial resolution and dimensionality; yielding planar antennas that occupy a large area relative to the achieved performance.

Omnidirectional printing of metallic nanoparticle inks offers an attractive alternative for meeting the demanding form factors of 3D electrically small antennas (ESAs). We have previously demonstrated that flexible, stretchable, and spanning silver microelectrodes with features as small as $\sim 2 \mu$m can be patterned both in and out-of-plane (e.g., spanning arches) on flat substrates by this approach.[6] Here, for the first time, we demonstrate the conformal printing of silver nanoparticle inks on curvilinear surfaces to create electrically conductive meander lines. When interconnected with a feed line and ground plane, the resulting 3D ESAs exhibit performance properties that nearly match those predicted theoretically for these optimized designs.

Antennas act as effective transducers between free space and guided waves over a range of frequencies, known as their impedance bandwidth. The impedance of most small antennas can be approximated by a single resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) circuit, and their bandwidth is inversely proportional to their radiation quality factor ($Q$), defined as the ratio of energy stored to energy radiated.[7] Because of this inverse relationship, a low $Q$ serves to increase bandwidth, and therefore the data rate over a given wireless channel. However, a fundamental relation exists between the antenna size and $Q$.[8,9] As the maximum dimension decreases below a wavelength, the bound on the minimum attainable $Q$ rapidly increases, a phenomenon commonly referred to as Chu's limit – an important figure of merit for antenna performance. While Thal recently derived a more accurate bounding limit,[10] both limits depend on the electrical size of the antenna. For decades, researchers have sought antenna designs that approach these fundamental lower limits. However, prior efforts, such as those based on genetic algorithms[11,12] lack flexibility, since their output cannot be modified in a straightforward manner when design specifications change.

Our 3D electrically small antennas are fabricated by conformal printing of metallic inks onto convex and concave hemispherical surfaces in the form of conductive meander lines (Figure 1A). Their bandwidth approaches the fundamental limit for their size, offering nearly an order of magnitude improvement over rudimentary monopole antenna designs. With this approach, antennas can be rapidly adapted to new specifications, including other operating frequencies, device sizes, or encapsulated designs that offer enhanced mechanical robustness. Our ESA design is based on the fundamental principle that antennas filling a spherical volume most closely approach Chu's limit, thus yielding significant bandwidth improvements relative to their linear and planar counterparts.[13–15] This antenna, first constructed manually as a helical prototype[13] (Figure S1, Supporting Information), excites the fundamental transverse magnetic (TM$_{10}$) spherical mode, which has the lowest $Q$.[10]

To demonstrate our new design, we create four electrically small antennas (ESA1 – 4) of varying $ka$, operating frequency, and meander line size. Each antenna is constructed by conformal printing of a concentrated silver nanoparticle ink[6,16] in a digitally programmed meander line pattern onto either the exterior (convex) or interior (concave) surface of a hollow glass hemisphere. Unlike planar substrates, the surface normal is constantly changing on curvilinear surfaces, which presents added fabrication challenges. To conformally print features on hemispherical substrates, the silver ink must strongly wet
the surface to facilitate patterning even when the deposition nozzle (100 µm diameter) is perpendicular to surface normal (e.g., at the substrate base). In some cases, the nozzle is bent at an angle that ranges from 10–45° to further facilitate printing. For example, this modification is necessary when the nozzle diameter is reduced to 30 µm. After printing and annealing at 550 °C, the patterned meander lines exhibit an electrical resistivity of ∼5 × 10⁻⁶ Ω·cm. Each antenna is then matched to have a 50 Ω impedance at the operating frequency, as previously reported.[13] The designs are simulated in a 3D full-wave electromagnetic field solver (HFSS, Ansoft Inc.) and their geometric parameters are summarized in Table S1 (Supporting Information). Note that the antenna’s operating frequency is determined primarily by the printed conductor cross-section and the spacing (or pitch) between meander lines within each arm.

The antennas’ impedance and radiation behavior are measured by a network analyzer. Using this method, the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) quantifies how well energy can be coupled from the source to the antenna. A VSWR of 1 indicates perfect coupling between source and antenna, while higher values of VSWR indicate increasingly poor coupling. The impedance bandwidth of the antenna is defined as the frequencies between which the VSWR is below a specified level. We measure the half-power bandwidth, a common figure of merit corresponding to a VSWR of 5.83 (see Experimental Section). Additionally, we measured the antenna’s radiation efficiency, i.e., the ratio of the radiated power to the total accepted power. The efficiency has an impact on the bandwidth, range, and fundamental limits, and its determination requires a Wheeler Cap measurement[17] (see Experimental Section). The electrical characteristics of each antenna are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1B shows a representative antenna (ESA1) being patterned on the outer surface of the glass hemisphere; a video of this process is also provided (Video S1, Supporting Information).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>ka</th>
<th>Center Frequency [GHz]</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Q/Q_{Chu}</th>
<th>Q/Q_{Thal}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESA1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA3</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA4</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. A) Schematic illustration of an electrically small antenna with labeled geometric parameters. B) Optical image of an antenna during the printing process. C) Optical images of a completed antenna (ESA1) in side and top (inset) views. D) Optical profilometry scan of representative meander lines on ESA1 with the background surface subtracted and scanning electron microscopy image of these features (inset).
The VSWR characteristics and impedance measurements of a representative ESA1 are shown in Figures 2A and B, respectively. The antenna’s measured center frequency is 1.73 GHz with a 5.83:1 bandwidth of 15.2%. To demonstrate the robustness and repeatability of this patterning technique, we printed multiple antennas with ESA1 parameters and acquired the VSWR data shown in Figure S2 (Supporting Information). The antennas’ center frequencies range from 1.69 to 1.74 GHz, indicating that our fabrication process provides excellent control and reproducibility. The efficiencies of these antennas fall within the range of 68% to 72%, very close to the predicted value of 66%. Their efficiency, which is reasonable for an ESA of this size, is primarily affected by the resistivity of the meander line arms. We note that replacing them with copper, which has a three-fold lower resistivity, would only improve the

Information). The printed antenna consists of tapered silver meander line “arms” that are affixed to patterned copper feed lines on a low-loss laminate substrate. An image of the completed antenna (ESA1), with a substrate radius of 12.7 mm, \( ka \sim 0.5 \), and a targeted operating frequency of 1.7 GHz, is shown in Figure 1C. In addition, 3D microcomputed tomography reconstruction is provided in Video S2 (Supporting Information). The cross-section of the printed meander lines is determined by an optical profilometry scan of two meander lines located ten horizontal arc segments from the base, shown in Figure 1D. The inset shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of these segments, which reveals the precise control of meander line width and spacing. We approximate the meander line cross-section by a 100 \( \mu m \times 20 \mu m \) rectangle, which is used in the design simulations described above.

Figure 2. A) Measured and simulated VSWR versus frequency response for a representative antenna (ESA1). B) Measured and simulated impedance versus frequency response for this antenna. Normalized radiation pattern (dB) in C) elevation or \( xz \)-plane and D) in azimuth or \( xy \)-plane for this antenna.
antenna efficiency by 5–10%. Applying the relation between $Q$ and bandwidth,[7] we find that the antenna’s $Q$ is 13.1. This $Q$ value is 1.5× the Chu limit and 1.1× the Thal limit, representing a greater than 50% improvement in performance relative to the helical antenna reported by Adams and Bernhard[13] and nearly an order of magnitude bandwidth increase compared to a conventional monopole design. Given that this antenna closely approaches the Thal limit, its design is essentially optimum for its size. For completeness, the antenna’s radiation pattern is shown in Figures 2C,D. Importantly, we find that ESA1 exhibits excellent performance relative to the fundamental limits as well as good agreement with simulations.

Next, we demonstrate two approaches to tailoring the center operating frequencies of these electrically small antennas. In the first approach, we create an antenna (ESA2) with a smaller electrical size ($ka \sim 0.2$) by conformal printing of four conductive meander line arms on the convex surface of an identical glass hemisphere ($a = 12.7$ mm), targeting an operating frequency in the 700 MHz band. This spectrum is highly valued for mobile communications due to its propagation characteristics. In the second approach, we create an antenna (ESA3) of nominally the same $ka \sim 0.5$ on the convex surface of a smaller glass hemisphere ($a = 6.55$ mm), raising the targeted frequency to 3.6 GHz. In this case, the eight meander line arms are patterned by conformally printing the silver nanoparticle ink through a 30 µm nozzle to yield a three-fold reduction in their characteristic dimensions. Optical images of both antennas are provided in Figure S3 (Supporting Information) along with their measured VSWR values. The measured center frequency of ESA2 is 790 MHz with a 5.83:1 bandwidth of 6.3%, while its measured efficiency is 14%. This reduced efficiency is expected in antennas at smaller electrical sizes.[18] While the bandwidth is widened by the lower efficiency, no net effect is observed in the ratio of the antenna’s $Q$ to the Chu and Thal limits[7,19] (see Experimental Section). These ratios are slightly higher than the ESA1, because ESA2 only has four arms. As the number of arms increases, the radiating portion of the antenna more completely fills the spherical volume and exhibits a lower $Q$.[13] By contrast, ESA3 possesses $Q$ ratios that are slightly higher than the other designs, because the thickness-to-diameter ratio of small glass hemisphere substrate is higher, and more energy is stored in this higher permittivity material than in air. The measured center frequency of ESA3 is nominally 3.6 GHz with a 5.83:1 bandwidth of 12.1%, while its measured efficiency is 63%.

To fabricate an antenna that can withstand mechanical handling, we conformally printed the fourth antenna (ESA4) on the interior surface of the glass hemisphere. The substrate is embedded in a PDMS mold to hold it in place during printing (Figure 3A); see Video S3 (Supporting Information) for a video of this process. After printing is completed, the patterned structure is removed from the mold. In this motif, the hollow glass hemisphere serves as a protective barrier, allowing the device to be easily handled and mounted on a low-loss laminate substrate (Figure 3B). Designed to perform nearly identically to ESA1, this antenna exhibits a $Q$ close to the lower bound. The measured VSWR of ESA4 is shown in Figure 3C. Its center frequency is at 1.70 GHz with bandwidth and efficiency of 12.6% and 66%, respectively.

In summary, we have demonstrated the conformal printing of 3D electrically small antennas, whose performance approaches the Chu limit. Our fundamental design approach enables specification of both operating frequency and size, while achieving near-optimal bandwidth at several frequencies of interest for
wireless communications. The ability to conformally print antennas that are compact and encapsulated within their support substrate further enhances their mechanical robustness. More broadly, conformal printing of conducting features may enable several applications, including flexible,[20,21] implantable[22] and wearable[23] antennas, electronics, and sensors.

Experimental Section

**Ink preparation and hemisphere substrate alignment:** Concentrated silver nanoparticle ink (~72 wt% silver) is loaded into a microneedle with inner diameter, $d_{in}$, of 100 µm (Part 7018462, Nordson EFD) or 30 µm (pulled-glass capillary, P-2000, Sutter Instrument) and mounted onto a three-axis positioning stage with nanoscale resolution (positional accuracy = 50 nm, ABL, Aerotech). The 1.2 mm thick glass hemisphere (Pyrex 7740, Ace Glass) is affixed to a glass slide, centered and secured to the stage. The hemisphere is aligned in the xy-plane to the nozzle by performing consecutive circular revolutions of radius $r = a + d_{outer}$, where $d_{outer}$ is the outer nozzle diameter, at the hemisphere base until minimal or no contact is made between the nozzle and hemisphere. Markers are printed onto the glass slide at intervals demarcating start points for each arm. A design file for the printing stage control program is generated with custom computer-aided design software by entering parameter values for $a$, $d_{in}$, $d_{outer}$, the number of meander line arms, $n$, the angle each arm subtends at its base, $\alpha$, the printed wire width, $w$, the pitch or center-to-center spacing within a meander line, the radius of the free-space impedance characteristics of the antenna, a Wheeler cap is placed in the center of the chamber. Free-space bandwidth (FBW), defined as the absolute bandwidth divided by the center frequency and expressed as a percentage, is related to Q as

$$FBW = \frac{s - 1}{Q_s^2}$$

where $s$ is the VSWR at which the bandwidth is defined. Note that the half-power bandwidth is defined by the VSWR level 5.83 because the percentage of incident power that is reflected by the antenna is related to the VSWR by

$$P_{inc} = \frac{(s - 1)^2}{(s + 1)^2}$$

For half of the incident power to be reflected, $s = 5.828$
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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